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1. INTRODUCTION 

The new generation of French military communication networks that will be put in service 
between 1995 and 2000 are of the ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) or broad-band 
ISDN type. Each military community (Army, Air Force, Navy and Gendarmerie) uses PABXs 
structured like a virtual private network (VPN) using the services of a common transit network 
with national geographic coverage to optimize the use of long distance switching and 
transmission resources. This transit network is designed to operate in Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (A TM). The P ABXs of each community can also use the services of the public switched 
network of France Telecom, the national operator. 

This paper first describes the "System DM", and then discusses the experiment, its results and 
perspectives. 

The "System DM" groups ali specifications related to services that are offered by switched 
subsystems. The application of these specifications in various military programs provides a 
guarantee ofneeded interoperability. 

The "System DM" is based on civilian standards specified by the relevant standardization 
bodies (ITU-TS, ETS, ECMA, etc.). SDL was used for the "System DM" specification 
because of its widespread use, even in a partial form, in ISDN standards. 
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In the "System DM", a formal validation (640 simulation scenarios were run to heighten 
confidence in the protocol's interoperability.), or verification procedure is applied to 
supplementary services that are specific to the military. 
These services provide a typical example of end-to-end services that require a high level of 
interoperability and reliable specification. 

The formal validation experiment described below and, more generally, the use ofFDTs in the 
framework of specifying a "System DM" is the result of an ambitious program run by the 
Services Techniques de l'Electronique et de l'Informatique du Ministere de la Defense (STEI, 
the Electronics and Computer Science Department ofthe French DoD). This program supports 
the development of dedicated specification and validation tools based on FDTs, such as the 
V erilog tool used for the experiment described below. It also supports the definition of generic 
methods, to the extent these developments exhibit sufficient synergy for civilian-based 
industrial needs. 

This program, which is part of an industrial policy related to FDTs, is designed to enable the 
French DoD engineering departments concemed to master new developments in 
telecommunications. For this reason, the use of FDTs that are as close as possible to those 
used for industrial processes (and integrated with them as much as possible) is systematically 
sought. This use can be extended to areas other than ISDN signaling protocols, as mentioned 
below. 

SETICS and CAP SESA have been selected by the STEI to define and validate the "System 
DM", because they are both experienced in the domain of civilian and military 
telecommunications systems, and because CAP SESA has contributed to various projects in 
the FDT domain (SDL and Estelle), in particular for CNET (France Telecom), in the context 
ofthe European RACE program's PROVE project. 

2. NATURE AND CONTENTS OF "SYSTEM DM" 

The "System DM" comprises a set of specifications that: 

- defines a reference model specific to the architecture of military models, 
- identifies the support services relevant to French military networks as defined above, 
- specifies the call setup procedures designed for interoperability, 
- defines the supplementary services specific to the military to be provided, as well as 

the expanded or modified civilian supplementary services needed, 
- makes a choice ofbasic protocols for layers 2 and 3. 

The main military supplementary services specified are as follows: 

- Roving User service (RU): A subscriber benefiting from this service can rove and 
request affiliation with any P ABX in the area where he is authorized to move around. 
This includes ali P ABXs serving his own community or even P ABXs serving other 
communities. For outgoing and incoming calls on his hosting terminal or site, the 
subscriber benefits from ali prerogatives defined in his subscription, subject to 
technical compatibility with the locally available equipment. 
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- Implicit Partitioning supplementary service (IMP-PRT): This service allows users to 
form functional or application-related entities with limited incoming and outgoing 
access. It consists of macroscopic partitioning of large subscriber communities. This 
partitioning is implicit, since it does not require the calling party to specify a partition 
c1ass. Each subscriber is characterized by "an outgoing partition class" and "an 
incoming partition class" used by the PABX during the caii setup phase. 

- Priority: This service allows a priority, or precedence level tobe assigned to a caii. In 
case of congestion, both transit and incorning calls are released to set up calls with 
higher priority. (This service is based on the CCITT MLPP multilevel precedence and 
preemption service.) 

- Quality of service constraints: A subscriber with this service can specify the quality 
of service required when setting up a caii in terms of BER (Bit Error Rate), end-to
end transfer time or security routing. 

- Other services: These include supplementary services designed to support the 
security system, such as authentication, or the issuance of encryption/decryption 
elements, for instance. 

The protocols included in the "System DM" are specified for user/network and 
network/network interfaces. 

To create the reference model, the supplementary services specified in the "System DM" for 
the special needs of military communities were described according to the CCITT three-step 
technique: 

- Step 1: Service offered. 
- Step 2: Functional specifications and associated data flows. 
- Step 3: Implementing functions through the physical components and protocols used. 

This description mode creates a clear reference model that characterizes, on various levels, the 
system's compatibility as regards architecture and protocol. This mode also allows the 
specification work carried out in Steps 2 and 31 to remain valid, even ifthere is a change in the 
reference model, such as a modification of the military networks' architecture or functional 
implementation. It also remains valid should there be a change in the lower layers of the 
protocol (Levels 2 and 3), or in the generic function of supplementary service support. 

In the current version of "System DM", the lower layers include an extended version of: 

- various ETSI standards (ETS) derived from CCITT Rec. Q.900 series (DSS.l) for the 
user/network interface, 

- ETS 300 172 (private network signaling protocol, called Q-SIG) for the 
network/network interface, 

- an extended version of CCITT Rec. Q.932 for basic caii setup to support the 
supplementary services provided. It should be noted that the equivalent Q-SIG 
standard called Q-SIG-GF was not yet available when these choices were made. 

1 i.e., the major part of the specification task. 
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The next figure presents a global overview ofthe specification and validation activities. 
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3. "SYSTEM DM" DESCRIPTION MODEL 

When the method described in the Appendix is used to specify supplementary services, one or 
more functional models are available at the outcome of Step 2, the description. The functional 
service entities (FSE) are then integrated in the DM description model. 

The DM description model is illustrated by the layered diagram below. 
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Figure 3-1: The "System DM" Descriptjon Model 

For each functional group, the model includes at the application level: 

- a supplementary service (SS) control function, 
- a functional procedure control function, 
- a call control and service coordination function. 
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Supplementary Service Control: This function includes the functional entities described in 
Step 2. A functional group can include one or more functional entities for a given service. 
When severa! functional entities of the same service are located in the same functional group, 
the exchanges between these entities are direct. 

Functional Procedure Control: This module provides ROSE (Remote Operations Service 
Element, CCITT Recommendations X.219 and X.229) services. It is used in functional mode 
to code/decode the ROSE components transmitted to Level3. 

Caii Control and Service Coordination: This function includes two types of modules, 
depending on the type of call used: 

- a cal! control application that controls calls at the applications level, and controls 
interactions between the call and the services provided, 
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- a transaction control application that controls transactions at" the applications level, 
and controls interactions with the service provided. 

These modules directly communicate with Level 3 and integrate the communication and 
transaction services previously described. 

Each call application process is associated with a particular call or transaction. These 
processes can communicate with one another: 

- to provide a link between a transaction and a call associated with the implementation 
of a particular SS, 

- to provide a link between several calls associated with the implementation of a 
particular SS. 

The functional service entities are activated by call control applications, and may use the 
functional procedures control module. 

Coordination between the call or transaction and the services is provided by procedures called 
within the automatic call control mechanisms. Whenever a Level 3 elementary request is 
received, a procedure ofthis type, the "message handling procedure", is called. This procedure 
manages interactions between SSs. It caUs specific SS procedures that provide the interface 
with functional service entities, and may use the functional procedures control module. 

This operating mode has the advantage of being able to use generic automatic mechanisms for 
all control applications, whatever the services implemented. Only the processing procedures 
have to be adapted. 

4. VALIDATION OBJECTIVES 

The main validation objective is to verify the consistency of the functional specification 
(Step 2) ofthe supplementary services, including error cases. 

Consequently, the aim is to validate all functions implemented by the network related to the 
services, i.e., to analyze the behavior ofthe functional service entities formally specified in the 
services description step. 

The method applied differs from the one used to specify and validate a protocol level. Indeed 
it involves several functional service entities, a network function, and a management entity. 
Each entity is specified by an SDL process. 

The validation objectives for all DM supplementary services, at least for those specified in 
detail, have been taken into account while defining a general method. 

To implement this method, a powerful description language and a high performance validation 
toolset have been used. They are, respectively, the SDL* language (extension of the SDL 
language) defmed by the Verilog company, and the A VALON (GEODE 2) toolset, developed 
by the same company. The SDL* language compiler can handle most standard SDL code. 
However, some functions are not yet supported. These include channel substructures and 
signal refinement, services, generic systems, inheritance types, etc ... 
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SDL * supports three supplementary communication modes : multi-queue communications, 
synchronous communications (also called rendezvous), and broadcasting. AV ALON supports, 
in addition to C, two means of describing abstract date type operators : restricted axiomatic 
definitions and an enhancement of SDL 92 operational definitions. 
For more details about SDL * and A V ALON, see B. Algayres, et. al., as referenced below. 

This method has been applied to three supplementary services2 previously specified according 
to the technique introduced in Chapter 2 and described in the Appendix. 

For a given SS, the interesting points to study during validation are related to: 

- caii-independent aspects (e.g., recording a subscriber's movements), 
- call-related aspects (e.g., routing a call toward a subscriber who has moved). 

An interaction between SSs is also considered as a point to be validated. Two kinds of 
interactions should be taken into account: 

- static interactions, dealing with management information shared by the various SSs, 
- dynamic interactions, supposing that ali concemed SSs are activated. 

5. VALIDATION MODELS 

Since the purpose of validation is to analyze the behavior of the functional service entities 
(validation of service description, Step 2), the description models can be simplified for 
validation purposes. 

The functional procedures control module is not modeled, since coding/decoding ofthe ROSE 
components is irrelevant to validation. 

The Level 3 protocol control modules are not present in Step 2 and are therefore not modeled. 
A network service is modeled for communication between functional entities. It provides the 
following functions: 

- message routing, 
- management of the relations between applications, 
- situating the applications in the functional groups (representation ofthe physical entities), 
- management of application status. 

Whatever the implementation procedure chosen for the services (e.g., functional procedure 
Q.932 M), the functional service entities interface directly with the call control and service 
coordination module. The signals exchanged on this interface include Q.71 signals and ROSE 
signals. 

The interface between the call control and service coordination module and Level 3 is replaced 
by the interface with the network module. 

The figure below shows the model used for validation. 

2 Roving user service, implicit partitioning and caii forwarding unconditional. 
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Figure 5-1· The Validation Model 

Each entity (FES, Call Control Application, Transaction Control Application, Network 
Module) is modeled using one or severa! SDL processes. The Caii Control Application, 
Transaction Control Application and Network Module entities constitute the required 
environment for the proper FES operations. 

During the present study, the environment has been modeled in the same way, whatever the 
supplementary service or aspect to be validated. Indeed, as SS specification Step 2 and the 
validation models concept were developed concurrently, it wasn't possible to determine a 
priori the specific environmental needs of each kind of model. 

The choices made take into account ali needs, but generate very large models that 
consequently consume much development time. In most cases, however, the environment 
could be simplified, without any impact on validation quality. 

The size of the models also prevents the use of exhaustive, or comprehensive simulation. 

At the end of the study, three kinds of generic models have been identified3: 

- the models that deal with caii-independent aspects, 
- the models that deal with call-related aspects, 
- the models that focuses on dynamic interactions between SSs. 

A generic environment that includes a subset of the above-mentioned modules can be 
associated with each kind of model. 

3 It is also possible to consider reduced models that allow exhaustive simulation, when the identified models are 
too large to use this kind of verification. Reduced model construction should be studied case by case and is not 
described in the present paper. 
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To build a validation model, the following actions must be taken, in ali cases: 

describe the model's architecture, based on the SS functional model described in 
specification step 2, 

- build the model from the FES and modules that constitute the required environment. 

6. APPLICATION TO ROVING USER SERVICE (RU) 

The roving user service allows any subscriber with this SS to move to a host site and have ali 
his prerogatives available on this site. 

The Step 2 description ofthis SS produced two functional models: one for non-caii operations 
(recording and/or modifying the host site) and the other for operations performed during a call. 
Only the latter is described below. 

Figure 6-I· Functional Model ofthe Roving User SS 

This service includes the following functional entities: 

fe5: Checks the calling user's rights for outgoing calls. For this purpose, it queries 
the management system that holds the subscription files. 

fe6: Criticat function ofthe service. This function reroutes unsuccessful calls in the 
following cases: 
- The release message specifies a host address at which the called subscriber 

cannot be reached. 
- The release message specifies an unreachable subscriber (loss of connection, 

for instance). 
In this case, the entity must first find a server that can indicate the host address 
of the called subscriber, if the subscriber is roving. It must then attempt to 
reroute the caii to the host address, according to the answer received. 

fe4: Server access function used to locate roving subscribers. 
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lncoming call check function. It checks that the called subscriber is affiliated to 
the current site. It releases the caii, specifying the host address, ifthe subscriber 
bas moved. fe7c allows a distinction to be made between the home site and the 
host site (fe7a). 

Subscriber terminal interface. Option to process the caii only if the called party 
is actually reached at home or host site. Selective caii processing. 

Represents the management system containing aii the useful system 
information, in particular, the subscription files. 
No particular assumptions are made on whether the MS is centralized or 
distributed. From the FSEs' viewpoint, the services rendered are atomic (i.e., 
instantaneous and uninterrupted). 

Caii Control Agent. 
Caii Control. 

An operational model is built from the functional model for validation. The FSEs are allocated 
to the operational model according to a relevant physical distribution scenario. 

The figure below shows such a scenario with distribution to three sites. 

The physical entities include: 

- TE: Terminal 
- NT2: PABX 
- CRU-T: Connection to the transit network 
- SINAR: Data server 

NETWORK MODULE 
Management of ralatlons biiiWeen FGs and data management 

Fjgure 6-3· Operational Yalidation Model 
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When the operational model has been built, validation scenarios can be executed. For instance: 

- Set up a caii to subscriber y whose home terminal is TE.y. Subscriber y has moved to 
TE.z. Check that the caii is offered on terminal TE.z, specifying that it is for subscriber y. 

The simulation is executed: 

- in single step mode; controlled manually by the operator, or 
- automatically; this assumes that the model is complete so that the decisions can be made 

without requiring operator action, or 
- exhaustively; this case·corresponds to attempting ali possible combinations. 

Execution ofthe test is checked by specifying acceptable and illegal message sequences. 

During execution, the simulator continuously (i.e., at each transition) checks the specified 
sequences and returns a positive or negative acknowledgement according to the sequences 
observed. 

7. V ALIDATION OF THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SS'S 

The SSs are first validated separately. Then, operational models supporting the FSEs of the 
SSs to be validated are built to validate interactions between SSs. 

The validation scenarios are then rerun and the properties specified during the separate 
validations are rechecked. 

SSs interact with one another: 

- weakly (and statically) by the modifications they make to the subscription files, involving 
various registration and recording operations carried out within the management system, 
or 

- strongly and dynamically when their implementation affects the basic caii service during 
its different phases: 

caii setup phase, in particular for quality constraints, 
release phase: for instance, the SS rerouting process due to roving. 

Static and dynamic incompatibilities can be detected through the integration, in the same 
operational validation model, of FSEs that are part of different SSs. To eliminate these 
incompatibilities and the associated inconsistencies, the FSEs of the SSs concemed must be 
modified. 

8. THE SIMULATION PROCESS AND ITS RESULTS 

Two simulation modes were used: 

- interactive mode, which allows an operator to debug models, mainly the environment, 
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- random mode, for running validation scenarios automaticaliy in sequence. The simulator 
chooses execution sequences at random. 

Modifications are automaticaliy incorporated in the models between validation runs, as 
needed, unless the detection of a major error requires a specification change. 

750 scenarios were described for the three supplementary services and 50 for interactions 
between SSs. 

Normal, or standard cases are executed in interactive mode. The simulator generates Message 
Sequence Chart (MSC) diagrams as output, which describe signal exchanges between the 
various SDL processes. 

In random (and exhaustive) mode, a single case or severa! combined cases are verified 
dynamicaliy, using normal MSC output to observe and track results. 

Note: The exhaustive mode cannot be applied to such models, as its status diagram is too 
large, and the situations are heavily redundant. Specific models must be defined for this 
simulation mode. 

The model for validating interactions between the three supplementary services contains 8500 
SDL lines. The file generated for the simulations corresponds to 2.5 Mbytes of run code. 640 
scenarios have been tested. 

On a SUN SPARC station 2 with 16 Mbytes of RAM: 

- the compilation time lasts around 15 minutes, 
- the running time lasts 3 minutes for 16 scenarios. 

Ali transitions have been executed at least once, and ali states of the automatic mechanisms 
have been observed. 

Severa! SS specification errors have been identified through verification, mainly during 
interaction between SSs. 

Specification Steps 1 and 2 have been updated. Specification Step 3 (signaling) and the test 
objectives description have been developed on a sound hasis. 

With a wide range of functions and rapid execution, GEODE 2 is a high-performance tool. Its 
controllanguage and interpreter are very easy and flexible to use. It provides three simulation 
modes and the automatic generation of simulation results in MSC form, which are displayed 
for consultation and modification. The GEODE 2 simulator is an efficient tool for verification 
of supplementary services and interactions, and meets the needs of industrial users. 
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9. APPLICATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

This method can he applied to other DM SSs, with some enhancements of the models' 
environments, and can also he applied to every kind ofiSDN SS (e.g., QSIG and QSIG OF). 

Finally, the work conducted estahlished a reliahle hasis for defining supplementary services. 
This hasis can he used to analyze interoperahility and to examine the relevance of solutions 
proposed in the context of new network connections. 
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APPENDIX 

SERVICE DESCRIPTION METHOD 

This appendix discusses the service description method used for "System DM" based on 
CCITT recommendations. 

The method includes three steps (CCITT Recommendations 1.130, 1.200): 

- Step 1: Service description from the standpoint ofthe user. 
- Step 2: Functional description ofthe service. 
- Step 3: Description ofthe signaling protocol(s) and associated switching functions. 

These three steps corresporid to the three levels that detine the extent to which a system 
conforms to the specifications of "System DM". 

A description of service use, including its operational context and services expected from 
other subsystems, is added to these three steps. The purpose of this description is to specify 
the constraints the service imposes on other network components, excluding call processing 
and signaling components. It is also used to discuss privileged implementation procedures. 

Al. STEPl 

During Step 1, the service is described from the standpoint of the user, but without describing 
the user interface in detail. The description includes a specification of implementation 
operations. The description supplied is independent of terminal capabilities. 

Step 1 includes the two following items (CCITT Recommendations 1.210, 1.140, Q.71 and 
Q.80): 

1. Definition and textual description of the service offered to users: description of the 
semantics of the service as it may be perceived by the users. This description must 
be independent of the implementation. It includes procedural aspects, control, 
interworking and interaction with other services. 

2. Static description of the service use attributes. For support services and teleservices, 
this concerns information transfer attributes (e.g., data rate), access attributes (e.g., 
signaling protocol) and general attributes (e.g., service quality). The advantage of 
describing such attributes for supplementary services is under study. 

A2. STEP2 

Step 2 corresponds to a functional description of the service. It is therefore completely 
separate from its implementation. This description must be independent of the signaling which 
maybeused. 
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This description includes five items: 

l. Identification of the functions required to provide the service, grouping of these 
functions into functional entities, and identification of their interrelations. This 
gives a functional model of the service. In the case of supplementary services, the 
relations with the functional_ model ofthe basic call service is also described. 

A modular description of the services must be given, so as not to modifY the 
description of the basic caii service. The relations of other services with the basic 
caii service are specified by defining the additional functions of the service as a 
separate functional entity. Its relation with a functional entity of the basic caii 
service is identified. 

Furthermore, the functions expected of the other subsystems (data management, 
resource management, security, etc.) are grouped within particular, unique 
functional entities ( one per subsystem concerned) in each service description. The 
functional model of the service therefore describes both the relations with the 
functional entities of the basic call service and with these particular functional 
entities. 

2. Description of the data flows. The data flows show transfers between functional 
service entities (FSEs). They also show, where necessary, transfers with the user, 
with functional entities of the basic system and with functional entities of the other 
subsystems. 
The data flows provide a trace of actions performed by the functional entities 
between a signal's reception and transmission. These actions are described under 
ltem4. 
The data flows are described for all cases of service success or failure. 

3. Description of SDL diagrams for each functional entity. These diagrams cover ali 
the cases of service success or failure. The input and output events correspond to 
transfers with the user described in Step 1, and to data flows between functional 
entities described in Item 2 above. 

Validation of supplementary services is most significant during this step of the 
description. At this time, it is possible to validate ali functions implemented by the 
network. without overloading the validation model by specifYing the signaling 
protocol4 • Specification by SDL diagrams is particularly advantageous if the 
supplementary service has been validated. 

To keep the design modular, functional service entities must be described in SDL as 
automatic mechanisms that are independent of the basic call's automatic 
mechanism. 

4In effect, minor signalling protocol differences will probably always exist between the system and the DM but 
will ha ve no major impact on compatibility of the services. 
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The interface between the automatic mechanism of the basic call and the automatic 
mechanisms of the services' functional entities is modeled by a procedure call 
within the automatic mechanism ofthe basic call. 

The interface between the automatic mechanisms of functional service entities and 
the automatic mechanisms of other subsystem's functional entities is modeled by a 
procedure caii within the automatic mechanism ofthe functional service entities. 

The signals processed must include the parameters required for processing. 

The tests results reported by the SLD automatic mechanisms are limited to signal 
parameter tests, or to the results of an explicitly described check. 

To clarify, access by the service's functional entities to other subsystems must be 
named in a particular way, as must actions performed by the functional entities of 
the same subsystem. 

4. Textual description of the actions performed for each functional entity. These 
actions are identified by a number appearing on the data flows, and by a comment 
on a task ofthe functional entity's SDL diagram. 

5. Identification of the different physical implementation scenarios for the functional 
entities. The relations between two remote functional entities must be established by 
protocols used for communication between the two units. 

A3. STEP3 

The data flows and SDL diagrams (CCITT Rec. Z.lOO) of Step 2 will be used as the hasis for 
describing the signaling protocol(s) and associated switching functions. 

This description must be made for each physical implementation scenario identified during 
Step 2 and deemed relevant. 

Step 3 includes two items: 

(End) 

1. Description of signaling protocols and procedures. Identification of messages and 
data elements required to handle the data flows described in Step 2, and description 
of the associated procedures (CCITT Recs. !.400, Q.920 - Q.930 for the DSS.l 
protocols). 

2. Description of the switching functions identified in the actions performed by the 
functional entities (CCITT Rec. Q.SOO). 




